Date of Conference: ________________  Student Name: ________________

Words Written: ____________________________________  Time Spent: ____________________________________

Student Data Talk

Where are you finding the most success using Co:Writer?

How often are you using Co:Writer? Daily? Weekly?

How are you using technology outside of school for homework?

Share with me how you felt about writing before using Co:Writer. While using Co:Writer?

Goals for Next Time

Next conference date: ________________

Increase the number of words written: ________________  Increase time spent: ________________

NEW words incorporated into writing: ____________________________  ____________________________

__________________________  ____________________________

__________________________  ____________________________

__________________________  ____________________________

__________________________  ____________________________

Teacher Tips

Encourage the positive and reward the success

1. Celebrate: Give a high five, send a note home, or handout a celebration card

2. Encourage: Set new goals, lead other students, or try a new feature

3. Reward: Shoutout to the class or principal, or award with a certificate of achievement